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V

Henry J. Blumenthal

PLUTARCH'S EXPOSITION
OF THE DE ANIMA AND THE PSYCHOLOGY

OF PROCLUS

From the beginning of Neoplatonism the unity of the person
had been a problem. In Plotinus the soul broke in two in the

middle, at the level of phantasia which he doubled, and also

tended to fly apart at the ends, where the intellect remained in
the intelligible at the upper end, and the vegetative soul at the
lower belonged, at least sometimes, to the world soul rather
than the individual soul1. That such difficulties should arise

among Platonists is not surprising, since they necessarily had to
account for the way an immaterial soul could deal with both
intelligible and sensible forms of cognition and activity : the

more careful they were to do this accurately, the more liable
they were to run into problems of coherence and consistency.
As often in later Neoplatonism, some of the theories that were

put forward may be seen as new approaches to questions which
had been left unsolved, or made more acute, by Plotinus. The

purpose of this paper is to look at some of the views of Proclus,
and where they can be ascertained, his master Plutarch, about
the human soul, with special reference to the way in which they
dealt with matters affecting its central faculties.

1 On these problems, cf. my Plotinus'' Psychology (The Hague 1971), 27 ff. and 89 ff.
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Before going any further it might be as well to disclaim two
extreme views about Plutarch which are possibly attractive but
probably misleading. One, that Proclus simply followed
Plutarch's views about the soul, which he learned either directly
by reading the Phaedo and De anima with him as a young
student *, or indirectly through Syrianus. The other, which
has been put forward by R. Beutler in his Pauly-Wissowa article
on Plutarch, that Plutarch somehow stood aside from the wilder
tendencies of contemporary Neoplatonism and offered a straightforward

interpretation of Aristotle in a commentary on the De
anima from which most of the clearly identifiable information
about him is derived through the commentaries of Simplicius
and Stephanus (Ps.-Philoponus)2. Though it has been asserted

that much material from Plutarch has been absorbed into subsequent

commentaries on both Plato and Aristotle 3, it is not easy
to identify such material and I do not propose to make the

attempt now. I should merely like to say that Simplicius
disagrees with Plutarch sufficiently often — on nearly half the
occasions where he cites him — for it to be totally unsafe to
assume that anything in him is derived from Plutarch in the
absence of firm and specific proof that it is. Therefore nothing
that is not actually labelled as the opinion of Plutarch will be

taken to be such.

One further general point must be made about Plutarch.
This is that all the evidence on his thought — as opposed to

1 Cf. Marinus, Procl. 12.
2 R. Beutler, Plutarchos von Athen, in RE XXI 1 (1951), 963 f., and, with some
reservations, Porphyrias, in RE XXII 1 (195 3), 309. He is followed by E. Evrard,
Le maitre de Plutarque d'Athenes et les origines du neoplatonisme athenien, in
Ant. Class. 29 (1960), 391-7 ; cf. also K. Praechter, Syrianos, in RE IV A 2

(1932), 1737. For another view see FI. D. Saffrey — L. G. Westerink's
introduction to the Bude edition of Proclus, Theologieplatonicienne (Paris 1968), p. XLVII.
3 R. Beutler, Plutarchos von Athen, 963 ; pace Beutler, Plutarch's suggestion to
Proclus about a Phaedo commentary (Marin. Procl. 12) tells us nothing about his
influence on any other commentary.
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biographical and largely anecdotal material in Damascius' Life
of Isidore and Marinus' Life ofProclus — is contained in commentaries.

It is therefore arguable that most if not all of the
statements about his views which we have are about his views on
the interpretation of Plato or Aristotle rather than reports about
his own opinions, and that we cannot properly assume that the
former represent the latter. I hope however we may agree that
they do. If it needs argument, I have argued the point
elsewhere *, and should merely like to say two things briefly now.
First, that on the controversy about the position of the intuitive
intellect, an area where we are relatively well informed, it can
be shown that commentators' positions reflect their own
opinions : in fact views which are given as the opinion of commentators

on Aristotle are sometimes views which were not originally
offered as such at all. Second, that Aristotle as well as Plato
and the Neoplatonists themselves were seen to be aiming at
expressions of a single truth, so that a commentary on Aristotle
was simply not a place for expressing anything other than what
one took to be the truth, an attitude best shown by the to us

shocking statement of Simplicius in the introduction to his

Commentary on the De anima that he would try to expound
Aristotle sticking as closely as possible to the views of Iamblichus
and the truth itself: ...7tavxaxou Se xaxd Süvapuvtt)<;twv TcpayfraTcov

avTs^ofXEvep ÄAy)0sia<; xaxa tt]V 'IapißAtyou ev -roh; EStotc; cdiroij rcspi

auYYP(FuPacrlv (p. 1, 18-20 Hayduck). On the basis

of the situation outlined we may perhaps make the following
working assumption: if there is no substantial difference between

a thinker's opinion about Aristotle and his own view—unless he

explicitly expresses disagreement with him—then if Plutarch

expresses a view on a passage in Aristotle which differs from
Proclus' views on the same subject, Proclus and Plutarch
themselves disagree about the point in question, and vice versa.

1 Cf. my« Neoplatonic elements in the de anima commentaries», in Phronesis 21

(I97Ö)-
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On these assumptions, let us return to Plutarch, and try to
assess the nature of his approach to psychology as manifested
in the testimonia to his comments on the De anima. Here the

picture presented by R. Beutler, and subsequently accepted, in
general, by E. Evrard, requires some adjustment. R. Beutler
sees Plutarch as being in most matters a faithful transmitter of
the outstanding achievement of Alexander, and in particular of
Alexander's interpretation of specific texts 1. The exception
which R. Beutler notes is their disagreement about nous. Plutarch
did not accept that the De anima referred to a nous other than
the human one 2. This, as R. Beutler recognised, is in itself a

matter of far-reaching importance. But the differences are by
no means confined to this one point. To begin with, there is

an important difference of principle : Philoponus (In de an. p. 21,

20-23 Hayduck) tells us that Plutarch accused Alexander of
pretending to comment on Aristotle while in fact expounding
his own views, a strange accusation from a Neoplatonist which
we might take to mean that Alexander was too close to Aristotle
and not close enough to Plato. Be that as it may be, it does tell
us clearly enough that Plutarch did not see himself as a mere
transmitter of results achieved by Alexander, for the complaint
is about Alexander's treatment of the whole ^pay^a-rela, and not
just a single text. And when we look at detailed reports of their
opinions, we find that on other occasions, including a classification

ofvarious meanings of nous in Aristotle3, Plutarch disagrees
with Alexander. These are usually matters of detailed explanation

of a text. That, according to R. Beutler, was Plutarch's
style 4, but the same might be said of Simplicius, Philoponus,
Ps.-Philoponus, that is Stephanus, or others. Even if it were
not so, one would expect that reports of a commentator's

1 Plutarchos, 963 f.
2 Philop. In de an. p. 536, 2-5 Hayduck.
3 Ibid., p. 518, 9 ff.
4 Plutarchos, 964.
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opinions should normally refer to matters of detail, for it is

after all on these that one goes to a commentary for help.
Even Proclus' style of commentary does not ignore such

matters, though it allows for a great deal besides. And if one
were to be dependent on reports in the Aristotelian commentators

for knowledge of Proclus, and happened to have only
some and not others —it is after all only two of the commentaries
which furnish the bulk of our evidence about Plutarch — one

might form a similar impression of Proclus himself. Thus in
Philoponus' Commentary on the Posterior Analytics three of the
four passages in which we have reports of Proclus contain
detailed discussions of texts : the fourth is simply a reference

to Proclus' work on a geometrical subject1. On the other hand

if one looks at Simplicius' Commentary on the De caelo one would
get a rather different view of Proclus' procedures. There about
half the references give us Proclus' specific views on the point
under discussion, as opposed to his opinion on a matter that

may be relevant to the issue in hand, but few of these contain
actual discussion of the meaning of the Greek. Part of the reason
for this may be that the material in question comes not from a

commentary by Proclus on the Aristotelian treatise, but from
remarks made by him in his own Timaeus commentary and
elsewhere. The other part may be the different way in which
Simplicius and Stephanus—from whose commentary on Booklll
most of the references to Plutarch come — cite their Neoplatonic
predecessors. Most of the reports of Plutarch's opinion on the

interpretation of Aristotle's Greek happen to come from
Stephanus, and far fewer from Simplicius and Priscian, and in this

commentary Stephanus does not cite Proclus at all. Thus it is

better not to assume that Plutarch's method of exposition was

necessarily different from what Proclus' method in expounding
the same texts would have been. That is not to make any
inference, yet, about the matter.

1 Pp. hi, 31 ff.; 160, 13 ff.; 181, 19 ff. and 129, 16 Wallies.
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To return to the question of Plutarch and Alexander. It may
or may not be true that Plutarch often agreed with Alexander.
Given the state of our evidence about both we cannot say how
often. But we can perhaps say that in many cases all commentators

are likely to have agreed with Alexander because he was

simply restating what was clearly the meaning of Aristotle's
text, and that in those cases where we have their opinions cited
side by side there are enough disagreements to suggest the need

for some caution in describing Plutarch as a faithful follower
of Alexander's interpretation. It is true that on a number of
occasions they are quoted together as holding a certain opinion,
but one should at least consider the possibility that this is because

they alone had written extensive commentaries on some or all
of the De anima 1. The matters on which they are reported to
have disagreed are not only matters of principle of the kind
suggested by Plutarch's accusation of dishonesty, or the
difference about the status of the soul or souls discussed in the
De anima, as reflected in their divergent views on the status
of nous in that work, but also on points of more limited scope,
the meaning of a passage or the interpretation of a particular
sentence. We have, it must be admitted, only a single clear case

of each, but there is no reason to think that there will not have
been others as well. What we have are these. In the first category
we have Simplicius expressing his preference for Plutarch over
Alexander on the interpretation of the words to §e xtvoüv xal
xivoüjxevov to öpsxTtxov 2. Plutarch said that Aristotle meant that
the öpsxTLXY) svepysta was a xlvTjcap with Aristotle speaking
Platonically— perhaps we should say Neoplatonically—and that
the xtv7)CTip was 7toi.r)TixY] and not 7ta07]TtxY|, another way of describing

what a Neoplatonist meant by svspysta. Alexander's rejected
(by Simplicius), though clearly correct interpretation, was that the

1 Cf. my « Did Iamblichus write a commentary on the de anima », in Hermes 102

(i974), 540-546.
2 De an. 433 b 16 f.
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opefyc, is moved xard cruaßeß7)x6<; (Simpl. In dean. p. 302, 23-9 H.).
This passage is worth more than its numerical weight, for it
exhibits a characteristic which we might in any case expect to
find, namely that Alexander gave the simple Aristotelian
explanation of a text which Plutarch Neoplatonised. There may also
have been a difference about how we perceive that we perceive.
According to one of two conflicting reports which we must
discuss in more detail1, Plutarch and Alexander both said
that it was done by xotvi] al'aOyjin?, according to the other,
Plutarch ascribed this function to the Xoyixi] probably
to doxa 2.

In the second category we have a discussion on a point in
Aristotle's section about what has which faculties. Difficulties
arose over the meaning of... oüy olov re Ss crcopia sysiv piv tj;uy7)v

xal voüv xpiTixov, atoO^criv Ss [A) eystv jrv) povipov ov, yswiyrov Ss —
dcAXa [A)v oüSs aysvvyjTov Sia A yap oüy ei;si ; or, as some read it,
Sid A yap 3. The latter was Alexander's way and he took
Aristotle's meaning to be Sid A yap IE,si a'LoOyaiv, interpreting, as

Stephanus puts it, ep<uT7](xa-n.xco(;. Plutarch took the opposite
view — T7)v svavAav ßaSlaai; — and took the question as Sia A yap
oüy l^si ai'o07]aiv fa oiipavta on the grounds that it was not better
for a body not to be so endowed. Alexander had said it was
better neither for body or soul to have sense-perception (Philop.
In de an. p. 595, 36-596, 18 PI.). As Stephanus says below they
read the text differently, and as he points out at some length,
the point rested on a difference between Platonists and Aristotelians

(p. 596, 36 ff.). So here too we have a contrast between
Plutarch the Platonist interpreter and Alexander the Aristotelian,
a difference which also appears, and was seen to appear, in
Plutarch's opinion that Aristotle thought children have vou?

1 See below pp. 134 ff.
2 Philop. In de an. pp. 465, 24 f. and 464, 20-25 H.
3 De an. 434 b 3-5.
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xaO' eE,lv h We may take it then that Plutarch's approach was

not utterly at variance with contemporary Neoplatonic trends
and that he was not, as Themistius had been, an upholder of
true Aristotelianism in his interpretation of the De anima.

It does not of course follow from this conclusion either that
Plutarch's views were simply the conventional views of his time,
or in particular that Proclus can be expected to agree with
Plutarch on all points of interpretation of Aristotle's De anima

or on his view of the soul — as we have suggested before there
is not much difference between these. That there is unlikely
to be any difference between a Neoplatonist's interpretation of
Plato and his own views hardly needs to be said. And in this
area we do find some points of disagreement, to be precise in
the interpretation of the Phaedo. " Olympiodorus"' Commentary
on the Phaedo gives us the only two reports of Platonist views
I have been able to discover where Plutarch and Proclus appear
together as the holders of different opinions. One is on a general
philosophical point, the other on a piece of detailed interpretation.

The first, which clearly need not be taken from expositions
of the text which "Olympiodorus" (in fact Damascius) is

discussing, namely Phaedo 69 e-70 a, gives a list of opinions about
how much of the soul is immortal ol 8s piypi aXoylai;,

tüv fxsv 7taXai,wv SevoxpaTYjt; xai E7tstxjt.7t7TO(;, tüv 8s vscoTspcnv

'Id[xßAt.yo<; xal riXouxapyop- ol 8s [rsypi, p.6v/]<; rrjp Aoytxijc;, fix; ITpo-

xkoc, xal nopcpupto? (p. 124, 13-20 Norvin)2. It is interesting
that on this point at least, and a point of some importance,
Plutarch lines up with Iamblichus while Proclus agrees with
Porphyry — or at least stands between them — not what one
would expect if Plutarch were in all matters a representative of

1 Philop. In de an. pp. 518, 20 ff. and 519, 34 ff. A further difference of detailed
interpretation may lie behind Simpl. In de an. p. 160, 7-13 H., where Simplicius
does not report explicit disagreement, but Plutarch's explanation of De an. 422 b

27-31 would not make sense if he accepted Alexander's reading of the passage.
2 The commentator may have over-simplified, cf. Proclus' own account, In Ti.,
III pp. 234-8 Diehl.
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a more sensible kind of Neoplatonism than that represented by
Iamblichus and Proclus. That may be true in other areas, like
metaphysics, where Plutarch probably did stand closer to
Porphyry than to his more immediate predecessors h We might
also notice in passing that on this point at least Proclus' view
is closer to what may have been Aristotle's than is Plutarch's,
how close depends on what Xoytxyj was intended to cover here.

The second text from Olympiodorus is concerned with the

interpretation of Phaedo 66 b : who are the speakers Plutarch
said if they were yv/jOTot, qnAocrocpot, how could they endure the
•rra07) twv toXAwv? Proclus said that they were the ywjatoi.
cpiXouocpoi but that the tüxOt] Plato was talking about were those
of men in general (p. 104, 18-23 Norvin). This is hardly a

significant or very informative difference. It serves only to
confirm that Proclus could disagree with Plutarch. Here he did
so even where we know they studied the dialogue together :

Plutarch, according to Marinus {Procl. 12), told the young
Proclus that if he published their discussions of the Phaedo and

De anima he would have his own commentary on the Phaedo.

It might be as well to say at this point that there is no suggestion
in Marinus that these readings also led to a commentary on the
De anima by Proclus, and no other evidence that Proclus

produced such a commentary — or at least that he published one,
since it is likely enough that he did lecture on the De anima

as part of the usual introductory course on Aristotle. It is not
impossible however that he simply used Plutarch's commentary,
either for the whole of the De anima, or for such parts as it
covered, and merely pointed out places where he himself held

a different view. One's assessment of the likelihood that Proclus
did adopt some such procedure depends on how close Plutarch's

interpretation ofAristotle's psychology — and so his own — was

to that of Proclus. To this question we must now turn.

1 Cf. E. Evrard, art. cit., 398 f. and P. Hadot, Porphyre et Victorinus I (Paris
1968), 105.
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Let us start from the top. Here we can be brief. The controversy

between the Neoplatonists about the status of the human
intellect is well known. Plotinus, admittedly unorthodox, held
that the highest part of our soul does not descend 1, while
Iamblichus, normally at least2, and Proclus thought otherwise 3.

Though the second became the commonly accepted view, we
cannot simply assume that it was universal, for Damascius took
Plotinus' position 4. Plutarch's adherence to the same view as

Proclus can however be deduced from Stephanus' reports in
his section on De anima III 5. There we are told that Plutarch
thought that the human intellect was single and that it thought
sometimes but not always : xal toütov tov <x7tXoöv oü Xeyei äst

voouvra, äXXa ttote vooüvra (Philop. In de an. p. 535, 13-15 H.).
Since we know that at least part of Proclus' objection to the
Plotinian position was that it did not account for the fact that
intellection was intermittent but ought, according to him, to
entail permanent conscious intellection 5, we may take it that
Plutarch's position was much the same, and that he meant by a

single intellect the same as Proclus intended by having intellect
and reason as parts of the same Xoyixi) ^u%y], as opposed to
putting nous and dianoia on different ontic levels. On this matter,
then, Plutarch and Proclus agree. Since their agreement lies in
holding a majority opinion, this would not be a matter of great
significance had not R. Beutler argued that Plutarch held the
Plotinian view G. But, as E. Evrard suspected, the evidence
adduced by R. Beutler is probably not to the point7. Stephanus'
remarks at Philop. In de an. p. 553, 10-12 H., on which he

1 Cf. esp. IV S, 8, 1-3.
2 But cf. Simpl. In Cat. p. 191, 9 f. K.
3 Elem. theol. 211 ; In Parm. p. 948, 18 ff. Cousin ; In Ti., Ill p. 333, 28 ft'. Diehl.
4 Pr. 400, II p. 254, 3 ff. Ruelle.
5 Cf. Elem. theol. 211.
6 Plutarchos, 963 f.
7 Art. cit., 393 n. 167.
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relied, need have nothing to do with the human nous: hence
the comment to 0eiov yap xsycipicrra!,.

More can be learnt about the relation between Proclus and
Plutarch from a study of their views of the soul's faculties in
relation to each other, and in particular how the upper and
lower souls are linked. The difficulties involved in this issue

centre round the role of phantasia. In Plotinus the difficulties
had led to a duplication of this faculty. Plutarch and Proclus
seem to share a certain indecisiveness in this area. The next
section of this paper will discuss the apparently inconsistent
statements and reports of their views on the status and operation
of doxa and phantasia. That there are difficulties here in Proclus
has already been noted. In particular M. Trouillard has pointed
out that, in the Timaeus commentary, doxa seems to have the role
later played by phantasia in the Commentary on Euclid I *. Closer
examination of the relevant texts will, however, tend to show
that we are not dealing with a straightforward development of
Proclus' opinions, but that the situation is more complex than
at first appears to be the case. Plutarch presents similar
problems.

Given the fact that a Neoplatonic soul splits in a way roughly
corresponding to functions involving or independent of the
body, problems are liable to arise at the point of junction. That
is perhaps obvious. The solutions offered were, however,
different. Plotinus' duplication of the central faculty was clearly
unsatisfactory. His reasons lay partly in the requirements of
his eschatology : he wished the upper soul to retain memories

arising from the activities of the lower soul and at the same
time wanted to ensure that the upper soul had a power of
memory and imagination completely independent of the lower
to which this power properly belonged. This particular problem
should not have arisen for Proclus since he did not admit the

permanent survival of the irrational soul. Plutarch did, and

1 Proclos, Elements de theologie (Paris 1965), 34 n. 3.
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thus exposed himself to the difficulties which Plotinus had
encountered. It was perhaps to avoid these that he apparently-
tried to show that phantasia could be double and yet not double
at the same time. Ps.-Philoponus reports as follows : ttjv Se

cpocvToccnav Sitttjv ol'sTai IlAoÜTapyop- xal to [rev rrspap auTTjp to S7U

tcc avco, y\youv 7] äp^T] aÜTTjp, Trspap iaxi toü 8iavo7)Tixoü, to Se aXko

7iepap au-rijp xoputprj eoti töv alcr07]a-saov (In de an. p. 515,12-15 H.).
But for Plutarch this duality was not incompatible with unity :

a few lines below we are given the parallel Plutarch produced
to account for its situation. The duality, which at first sight
appears to be one of being, is rather one of function. The
parallel Plutarch gave is of two lines, one from above and one
from below, meeting at a point: the point is one in so far as

it is a single point, but two in so far as it may be taken either
with the upper or with the lower line. This would suggest
that phantasia might similarly be taken as double in so far as it
is linked with what is above and below, but Plutarch seems to
have thought that it was double in a different sense. Having set

out the parallel of the lines meeting at a point he went on to say
outgo xal 7] cpavTaala StovaTai xal ax; Iv xal cop Suo XapißdvEaOai, Sioti

TGOV piEV at(T07)TCOV TO SlTJpTJpivOV Elp EV CTOVa0pOt^Sl, TÖ)V §S 0ELCOV

to äreXoGv xal cop av Tip ei'ttoi Iviaiov sip Twroup Tivap xal piopcpap

Siacpopoup ccvapiaTTSTai (ibid., 26-29) • here the point seems to be

that the faculty is agent and focus of both convergence and

divergence at the same time. As reported by Stephanus the

parallel is intended to illustrate the position of the upper limit
of the faculty which is in contact with the reasoning faculty:
oÖtcü to avco [XEpop tt)p ipavTaalap to auva7rr6frevov too Siavo7)Tixaö

scjTiv (ibid., 22-23), rather than the connection of phantasia with
higher and lower faculties.

In any case it is clear that, according to this testimony,
Plutarch intended phantasia to be the centre of the soul. It
borders immediately on dianoia above and aisthesis below. Yet
in another passage of Stephanus it appears that a similar position
is occupied by doxa. There we are told that Plutarch said that
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it is the function of the XoyixT] to take cognisance of the
activities of the senses and that doxa is the means by which it
does SO: 97)cd yocp on xara to anpiov pipo? Aoyoaji; ij'U/W» oTOp

eoTiv 7) So^a, TouTo yivsrat. The reason, which appears to be

Plutarch's, is that doxa links the rational and the irrational souls :

7] yap §o£a, to xoLvoraTov pipo<; tyj? xal cmfrov, cjuvcbrret. ttjv
Xoyix7)v T7) aAoycp {In de an. p. 464, 23-7 H.). Since doxa must
come below dianoia and is here stated to be in contact with the

senses, it would seem to occupy the same position in the soul
which phantasia occupied in the other passage. Have we then a

similar uncertainty about doxa andphantasia to that which appears
in Proclus? There is unfortunately a further difficulty about
Plutarch. In the course of the next page of Stephanus, where
he is still discussing how we perceive that we perceive, we read
that certain vswrepot e^7)y7)Tat, following neither Alexander nor
Plutarch, and rejecting Aristotle himself, said that such perception

was the work of a Süvajxu; 7rpo<rsxTwa) which perceived not
only the activities of the senses, but also those of the higher
cognitive faculties. These interpreters complained about
Plutarch saying that doxa was responsible, on the grounds that
it does not cognize the activities of nous, whereas there should
be one thing registering the activities of all the soul's faculties.

Though he accepts their 7rpoasxTix6v, our commentator dismisses
this complaint in the following words : Taüra Ss XsyovTs? ou

xaTTjyopoütJ!. IfXouTap^ou- ouSafxoü yap aÜTÖv söpov Aeyovra otl yj

Suvapuc; 7) aiaSavopivY) tüv svspysiMV twv aia0Y]crsa>v t% ecttlv,
äAAa crup/piüvei xara toüto tco 'AXs^avSpw, tyjv xotvijv ai'a07)ff!.v xal

auTop aLTtcofxevop... (p. 465, 22-6 H.). How can one reconcile these

two reports Even if in the first the word So^a was not used

by Plutarch himself, but the words otcep ecmv 4 §6£a were rather
the commentator's gloss on to aTipiov pipo? tt]p XoyixTj? 5

and the sentence about §oi;a joining the irrational to the rational
soul were to be explained in the same way, we should still have

to say that Stephanus on p. 464 understood Plutarch to have
held a view for which he was blamed by the vstoTepoi s^TjyTjTal
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and wrongly blamed in Stephanus' opinion, because according
to Stephanus on p. 465, he did not hold it. One possible explanation

— and it is admittedly speculative — is that what we have on
p. 464 is a report taken from the text of one of the vswrspoi.
£^Y7)Tai themselves 1, while Stephanus' statement on p. 465
relies on his own reading of a text of Plutarch other than the
one they used. That Plutarch changed his mind during the
course of his long career is, of course, quite possible.

Thus, given the lack of conclusive evidence, we cannot be
certain what Plutarch's view was, or how the text of Stephanus
is to be explained. If, however, the view that the senses'
activities are perceived by doxa were one of two views that Plutarch
held, and one that he held towards the end of his career, having
perhaps substituted doxa for phantasia because of inherited
difficulties about the latter, and if, further, we are right in taking
the remark about doxa uniting the upper and lower souls as

his, then we might have here a connection between Plutarch's

thought and the concept of doxa that appears in Proclus' Timaeus

commentary. That, as we know, was an early work 2, and so one
where it would be reasonable to expect that Proclus still held
views learned from his teachers, which he may subsequently
have altered. But before we can go further than merely suggesting

this as a possibility, we must attempt to clear up the role
ofphantasia and doxa not only in the Timaeus commentary, but in
Proclus' thought as a whole.

Here we are faced with two sets of problems, for neither
the status nor the role of these two powers is clearly or consistently

described. Thus it is not surprising that the discussion

to Mme A. Charles' paper on imagination to the Royaumont
congress reflected a feeling that the status ofphantasia was unre-

1 So too R. Beutler, Plutarcbos, 966 ; Beutlet, however, implies that Plutarch is
simply misreported.
2 Cf. Marinus, Prod. 13.
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solved h This is perhaps a feeling that adequately represents
the truth. The point is that any attempt to find a simple answer
to the question, "what did Proclus mean by cpavraala, and what
role did he assign to it ?" is unlikely to succeed.

Let us then consider what sort of answer might be correct.
What is immediately clear is that in the Timaeus commentary
Proclus has much more to say about doxa and much less about
phantasia than in the other works 2. The import ofhis statements,
however, is not clear. At first sight the usual view in this work
seems to be that the immediate neighbour of aisthesis on the

higher side is doxa. In the first place we have a number of
passages which mention several faculties or activities, and do

not include phantasia between doxa and aisthesis, such as I p. 257,
18 ff. Diehl. Of course we cannot be sure that any of these are
intended to be complete, even for that part of the soul which
they cover. In addition some of these texts expressly locate
doxa next to the sensitive faculty. So at In Ti., I p. 248, 22-8

Diehl, we read : s'ysTai §e txjp Soipyjp 4 ai.'<jO-y]<j!.p, frscn) (rev xal aur/)
o5ca toS re al<707]T7]p[oo xal T?jp Solpy)?- to (rev yap atoÖTjTrjptov (rsTa

7ta0oup ävTiXafrßdveTai tüv ataOxjTorv rj Ss So^ayvöarv syst xaGapav

TOxOoop, y) Ss od'aHrjarp [rsTsyei [rev Ttcop xal too 7ta0oup, syst Ss ti xal

yvwcmxov, xaGoaov svlSpUTat tm Soipacnxxw xal sAAafTTSTai raxp' auTou

xal ylvsTat Aoyosi,S-/)p Further, one passage implies that doxa

belongs to the lower soul rather than the upper where it is

clearly placed elsewhere 3. At II p. 247, 9-16 the joint of the
soul comes at the lowest part of the SiavoTjTixov and the summit
of the So^ao-Tixov — this seems to indicate that to So^acmxov

belongs to the part of the soul in which aisthesis and the desires

are located, that is the part of which phantasia is normally the

1 Ltimagination, miroir de l'äme selon Proclus, in L.e Neoplatonisme, Colloques internat.
du G.N.R.S., Royaumont 9-13. 6. 1969 (Paris 1971), 249-51.
2 It is evident that this is not merely a consequence of the subject matter of the
Timaeus.
3 Cf. In Ti., I p. 223, 16 f.; In R., II p. 91, 9 f. Kroll; Oracles chaldaiques, fr. 2.
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highest part in Neoplatonic psychology in general and Proclus'
other works in particular.

The passage from I p. 248 suggests that doxa performs the
function which we might expect to be that ofphantasia, namely
the reception and transmission <xtox0co<; of what aisthesis perceives
without such freedom from affection. That doxa has the same

objects as aisthesis is shown, if it needs to be, by a statement
two pages further on that there is a power superior to aisthesis,

namely doxa, p.y]xtTi 81' öpyavou yivcoaxoucra, «XXa St' eaui% ra
ata07]Ta xal ttjv 7tayÜTY)Ta atcj07)aewp eraxvop0oupivy] (I p. 250,
5-8). Shortly before we find that doxa has the duty of passing
judgement on the data provided by sense perception, a function
which is perhaps more appropriate to the discursive reason

(I p. 249, 13 ff.). The point of mentioning this here is that doxa

appears to behave as an ordinary faculty of the Neoplatonized
Aristotelian type soul, rather than merely being a blanket term
for all modes of cognition relating to the sensible world such

as we should find were Proclus merely using it after the manner
of Plato. At II p. 310, 8-10 we find that doxa is explicitly
described as an activity r/jc; 8oi;acrra<% though this passage

may be Iamblichus rather than Proclus 1, and in any case refers

specifically to the cosmic soul. We are also told that doxa is
the rational soul's link with the irrational. Proclus even says
that this is generally accepted : on piv oöv nipac, ecm t9)<; Xoyuaj«;

tZTOXOT)p OTO (7UV<X7IT£TGC{. Ttpop TO äxpOTOCTOV t9]<; CcXoyOU,

TCoXXaxtp ecrri TsOpuXTjpivov (I p. 248, 7-10) 2.

Now if doxa is as clearly connected with aisthesis as it appears
to be in the texts we have mentioned, one consequence would
be that there is relatively little scope for phantasia. And in a

number of passages we find that phantasia is in fact very closely

1 It is attributed to him by B. Dalsgaard Larsen, Jambhque de Chalets..., A.ppen-
dtce: Testimoma et fragmenta exegetica (Aarhus 1972), fr. 257, and with some
reservations by J. M. Dillon, lambhchi Chalcidensts In Platoms dialogos commentariorum
fragmenta (Leiden 1973), fr. 59 : cf. his commentary on this fragment, pp. 340-2.
2 Cf. also In Ti., Ill p. 286, 29 ff., quoted below p. 141.
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linked with aisthesis, if not actually identified with it1. In an
account of which gods cause what in this world Proclus says
that while Hermes is the cause of the xtvvjastc; of phantasia, the

sun, which he has previously said is the maker of all the senses,
has made its oütua, <I>? (2iS? oÖoy)<; aEa07)(j£Ci>£; xal 9avraata? (In Ti.,
Ill p. 69, 18-20 Diehl). Elsewhere it is not clear whether or not
phantasia and aisthesis are to be taken as separate or as aspects
of one faculty : so at I p. 352, 28-32, discussing what we must
have for knowledge of the images of reality, he writes : Ss6[j.s0a

yap xal cpavxacjEat; xal alaOyjaewp xal opyavcov aXXcov tcöv toXXcSv

Tzpot; T7]V yvwai.v.
There are however a number of passages in the Timaeus

commentary which apparently include phantasia as a full and

independent faculty. At I p. 255, 9-13 there is a list of what

appear to be powers which are moved by logos when it judges
their appropriate objects t<x Ss Soijaara xplvwv xtvsi xal tyjv
Soi;av, -ra 8s cpavTacrra tyjv 9avTaalav, ra 8e ala0-/]Ta ty]v ata07)cn.v.

But a list of criteria ascribed to Plato on the previous page
reads : tol<; [lev votjtoL; voüv roip 8s Siavo^Ttxoip Stavotav, toIc, 8s

So^aaToip So^av, role, Ss aEa0i)Totc; at(T07)(j!.v (p. 254, 25-7). Earlier

cpavTacnaxr] yvfija-ip is considered, but rejected, as a candidate for
voTjcnp in voters!, pisra Xoyou 7tsp[,X7)7tT6v 2 (I p. 244, 19 ff.). It is

however a candidate put up 6tto tivcov, and so the occurrence of
cpavxacmxT) yvwcnp here may not tell us anything about Proclus
himself. But at I p. 343, 3 ff. phantasia comes in a series of
faculties each of which may refute that below : stoI xal ai'tjBvjaiv

p.sv sXsyys!, cpavraala, Stoxt pisxa 7ta0oup ytAiwcrxsi xaxa ouyxptaiv 4

Staxptatv, cbv ai)T7) xa0apsüse So^a Ss cpavTaalav...

In addition there is a further group of passages, in which
phantasia is prominent, whose status is, or may be, different.

1 This has been noticed by W. O'Neill, Proclus, Alctbiades / (The Hague 1965),

107 n.323, who simply takes it as one of two senses of phantasia, the other being
that where phantasia is a faculty between reason and perception.
2 Tt. 28 a.
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First we have a list of entities or faculties which deal with
various kinds of object in different ways : to yap coito yivcoaxst. o

0so<; [rev rjvcop.evwi;, voüp 8s oAixcop, Xoyop Ss xaOoAixS>c„ tpavracrla 8e

jropcpcoTtxwi;, cd'cflTjam 8s tox07]T!.xm<; (I p. 352, 16-18). Now this
list immediately follows a reference to Porphyry and looks like
explanation of the view attributed to him that forms of knowledge

are not characterised by the nature of their objects : rather
Ta"ic, twv yivMcrxovTwv Siacpopaip aXkoloc, ylyvsTai ttji; yvwosox; 6 iponoc,.
A. R. Sodano, who prints these words as a fragment1 of
Porphyry's Timaeus commentary, stops the fragment there, but
the following words may well be Porphyry's own explanation.
A similar question arises over a passage where Proclus reports
that Porphyry explains children's good memory by saying that
their souls have less experience of human evil: are o5v (A]te

7rspi(j7T(j[)[xsvai [xy|ts svo/Xoupieva!. into t£>v exrop st!>TU7ta>Tov frsv 'iyooai

to tpavTaarixov... Proclus gives two further explanations involving
phantasia, and in all three it has the status of a faculty. The last
sentence of this discussion seems to sum up and take account
of the whole in a way which strongly suggests that it may all
be Porphyry, that is as far as TtaoxovTe? (I p. 194, 14-195, 8).
On this occasion again A. R. Sodano does not print the whole

text, but does express hesitation 2. In one further passage, at

I p. 395, 22 ff., we read of phantasia's activities, xal [A)v xal 4

tpavTauta TroXXa irspl to <r£>fxa mxOyjfraTa (X7Tspyd^STa!. 7rap' auTYjv [xovYjv

t1)v sauTvji; evspysiav. This point is developed at some length.
The remarks come in the course of a series of objections by
Porphyry against Atticus' views on creation. Here it is quite
clear that the whole portion on phantasia is to be attributed to
Porphyry himself — this time A. R. Sodano prints the whole
section3 — and that strengthens the case for taking the other

1 A. R. Sodano, Porpbyrti In Platonis Timaeum commentariorum fragmenta (Napoli
1964), fr. 45.
2 Fr. 25, and note ad loc.

3 Down to p. 396, 3 : fr. 51 — p. 38, 15-24.
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two texts as representing Porphyry's views rather than Proclus'
own.

There is nevertheless a residue of passages which have

phantasia as a faculty and which appear to give Proclus' own
views. Some we have already cited, but the most important is

III p. 286, 29 ff. This passage, inconsistently with that which
puts the junction of the soul at the meeting-place of dianoia and

doxa, has doxa and phantasia juxtaposed at the centre of the soul:
son, yap ßdai5 psv Tvj<; XoyixTji; 4 S6i;a. xoputprj Ss 4 cpavxacjta ty)?

SeuTspap, xai auvobtTouaiv aXXigXaip 4 xs So^a xai 4 tpavxaaia xai
7tX4poÜT«i Suvdfxswv 4 Ssoxspa nupa x9j<; xpsixxovoi;. Yet a few lines
before Proclus has distinguished between an al'o04oi<; pspiaxf],
7rd0sot aufxp.i.Y4 7ro1.oup.sv4 TV xploiv, svuXo<; and another which is

auXop, xa0apa, yvSoip a7ra04<;, and has the same nature as phantasia

: which it is depends on whether it operates internally or
externally. Does the existence of this set of texts mean that the
first group we have discussed merely omit phantasia but still
leave room for it, in spite of indications to the contrary, or do

we have here some evidence of doubt preliminary to a change
of view

That the latter may be the case is indicated by evidence from
Proclus' other works, and I should like to suggest that we can

see some traces of the change : if so, the last passage we have

cited, with its distinction of two kinds of aisthesis, one of which
is of the same nature as phantasia, may be a token of the way
the change took place.

For in the Alcibiades commentary we find that aisthesis and

phantasia are clearly distinguished, while doxa andphantasia seem

to have come closer together. But again all is not clear. At
288,5-8 (Creuzer) the reception of stimuli from aisthesis, phantasia,
doxa, thumos and epithumia is given as a cause of internal discord.
Here doxa and phantasia are separate, though the presence of
thumos and epithumia makes one wonder whether Proclus is in
fact treating them all as faculties rather than as activities. But
at 140, 16 f. we are given a hierarchy of faculties : voup yap
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TTpotjs^cüi; UTtep Siavoiav, Stavoia 8e üusp SoJ;av xal cpavxaalav. That
this list ends as it does, rather than with xal So^av (or 8ol;av 8s)

Ü7tep tpavxaaiav, at least suggests that these two are taken together.
Further at 199, 5-8 we have a distinction between aisthesis

knowing things svuXco? which are äüXoxspov h> xyj cpavxaula, a

distinction which implies a substantial difference such as was
denied in the Timaeus commentary.

Signs of a similar process may be seen in the Cratylus commentary,

with an interesting addition. For here we find two passages,
though in neither case part of a psychological discussion, which
refer to aXoyoi; 80£a. In the first Proclus says that while Socrates
is analogous to nous, Hermogenes is analogous to aXoyop 86£a

ecpispivY) xoü aya0oi>, Callias to crcop.axos[.8Y)(; cpavxaala xal svuXo?

(/« Cra. 67, p. 29, 1-3 Pasquali). Here one is reminded of
Plotinus' distinction between a first phantasia which is doxa and
another 7tspl xo xaxco apiuSpd olov 8o£a 1. In the second, ä propos
applying names according to different aspects of an entity he

exemplifies cocnrep et xip xy]v aXoyov 8oi;av tpavxaalav Trpoaayopeiiot.,

y] xov voüv 8i.dvoi.av, icpcx; aXXo xal aXXo ßXsTCtov (113, p. 65, 13-15).
A possible inference from these remarks is that he is now
thinking of doxa as something much closer to phantasia than to
the faculties of the rational soul with which he sometimes classes

it2. If this is correct the statement that doxa and phantasia are

virtually brothers, qua neighbours, which follows the first of
these two texts, may well signify more than mere quasi-spatial
juxtaposition. Another passage, where Proclus says that the

things above the heavens would not be pvY][xovsuxd xal 81a

cpavxacrlat; 7) y] Siavolac; yvcocrxd (113, p. 66, 9 f.), does not
show that doxa and phantasia should be taken together : on the
other hand the absence of aisthesis here could indicate that
phantasia was being taken with what comes above rather than

1 III 6, 4, 19-21. It should, however, be noted, that both may belong to the
irrational soul, cf. Plotinus' Psychology, 92 f.
2 Cf. 11. 3 p. 137.
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below, that is, that it is being distinguished from aisthesis to a

greater extent than from doxa. Neither of these commentaries,
however, gives anything like a full treatment of the soul's organization.

The Republic commentary contains the most comprehensive
scheme in Proclus of the soul's faculties and activities. This
shows doxa and phantasia co-existing as two separate faculties,
one attached to the higher and one to the lower soul. As there
are 6pe£en; and yvwcjek; in the Xoyixy] (including two kinds
of opand yvwcjii;, one concerned with what is above, the
other with what is below), so irrational powers exist as images
of these, Y) [xsv cpavxacrrw«) xyji; vo^tix?^, tj 8s ala07]Ti,x7) ty)<;

So^acmxYi? {In R., I p. 235, 2 ff. Kroll). As far as cognitive
faculties go we have approximately the same position as in the

passage from the Timaeus commentary which gave doxa and

phantasia as the bottom and top of the two levels of soul. Nevertheless

the usual situation in this commentary is roughly the

reverse of that in the Timaeus commentary : there too there is an
explicit list which contains both, but doxa is generally present
on occasions where several faculties are mentioned, whilephantasia

is most often absent, here phantasia is generally present while
doxa more often is not. Thus at II p. 277, 18 f. there is a list
of criteria : xpLXTjpia fxsv yap 3c7rxaicjTa Aoyoc; xal voü<;, E7tTai.cjji.Eva 8s

cpavxacfa xal atcj07)crii;. Piere doxa is not listed as a critical faculty
as it had been in the Timaeus commentary, nor is it even given
as a correlative of aisthesis as one might expect from the first
In R. passage. It must of course be admitted that such lists
tend to be incomplete : thus at I p. in, 19-22 voü?,

cpavracjta and atoOyjcjic; participate in different ways in 0so?

(i-ETEyofXEvoc;; doxa is absent, but then so is dianoia, and both could
be included in tjiuyj) vospa. And there are texts which may refer

to both doxa and phantasia. So at I p. 105, 5-9 we read : 67701' axxa

yap av 3) xa t?)c, Cihj? si'Sv), xotauxy)v avdyxi) xal ty)v jxeOe^w ylvscjOat

tmv xpscTxovcov* xal oi [rev vospäx; xöv vospcov piexEyoucjiv, ol Ss

So^acmxw?, o'i 8s cpavxacmxoic;, xal ol [xev a.noSü><; xcov 7ca0cov,
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ot 8s pLsrpLOTraOwt;, ol Se ep.7ta0cS<;. But in such a context we
cannot, of course, be sure that 8o£acmx£o<; and cpavTacraxco<; imply
the existence of faculties.

This commentary also discusses specifically whether or not
to cpavTacmxov is the same as to ataO^Tixov. Proclus begins by
saying that it would seem that when it works externally it is

at<707)TLx6v, but when it retains what it has perceived then it is

cpavTacmxov. Yet he concludes that they are different xolt' obaiav

(I p. 233, 3-16). And this is the reverse of the situation in the
Timaeus commentary where we were told that the oücna of both
aisthesis and phantasia is the same.

That in spite of all these signs that its scope has diminished
doxa remained a faculty in its own right throughout may be

seen from De mal. subsist. 56, 7-9, if the Tria Opuscula are indeed
latex. And though at Deprov. 27, 4-6 Proclus seems to acknowledge

that it was not one of Aristotle's types of cognition — or
even Plato's — and to call its existence into question, it re-appears
in the following chapter. That both doxa and phantasia were
kept throughout may possibly have had something to do with
Plotinus' original difficulties with phantasia.

We have not yet considered the Commentary on Euclid I.
Here doxa is generally absent, while there are constant references

to phantasia. It does not, however, follow that this work represents

the term of the suggested development in Proclus' views.
There are special reasons for the prominence ofphantasia in this
work which do not apply to Proclus' other writings, namely
that he is concerned to explain how we can have representations
of the spatially extended concepts which are the objects of
geometry (cf. esp. p. 54, 22 S. Friedlein)2. The point of the
references to doxa, which are not frequent, is generally that

1 Cf. H. Boese, Procli Diadochi Tria Opuscula (Berlin i960), p. IX f., and
W. Beierwaltes, Philosophische Marginalien zu Proklos-Texten, in Philos.
Rdschau 10 (1962), 65.
2 The connection between phantasia and mathematics already appears at In Ti.,
II p. 237, 11-15.
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mathematical knowledge is superior to it: otherwise they merely
locate it below dianoia (p. 11, 26 ff.) 1, which is, inter alia, the

faculty of mathematical reasoning (p. 18, 10-17). It is therefore
by no means clear that phantasia in this work simply replaces
doxa. We can only say with safety that doxa is generally irrelevant
to the questions at issue. It is classed with aisthesis as being
concerned with externals (p. 18,-14-17) and, unlike the objects
of mathematics, their objects are subject to change (p. 27, 7 f.).
What we can say is that there is here no suggestion that doxa

processes the products of aisthesis, but only that it too deals

with sensible objects. Phantasia, on the other hand, is directly
in contact with sense-perception. At p. 45, 5-10 Proclus says
that the Pythagoreans saw that learning is anamnesis, not something

coming from outside cocrxep xa äiro tmv cua0y]Twv 9avTaapiaTa
TUTCoÜTca ev ty] tpavxaafa, 0Ü8' s7rst.aoS1.M87]!; oüaa, xaGdbrsp 7) So^aaxtxT]

YVMaLp. Piere So^aaxlxtj yvwan; may be merely a form of activity
without Proclus necessarily thinking of it as that of a separate
faculty. Some support for the first alternative might be seen
in the reference at p. 52, 20 f. to phantasia to piaov xevrpov

xarsyouaa xuv yvdsasosv, for here phantasia is placed straightforwardly

at the centre of the soul's cognitive faculties : if we

compare this with statements we have already noted that doxa

and phantasia are juxtaposed at the centre of the soul, then it
would seem that we have further evidence for the demotion of
doxa from the role it had in the Timaeus commentary, and possibly
to a greater extent than in the Republic commentary. Moreover
phantasia seems to be more clearly separated from aisthesis than
in the other works. But doxa still retains its independence : at

p. 95, 26 ff. Proclus says the unit and number, by which, he

explains, he means [xovaSixo; <xpt.0p.6<;, have their existence in doxa,
and therefore have no shape or extension, whereas even the

point is extended quasi-spatially in phantasia. This relationship
again has doxa above phantasia.

1 Following an exposition of the Divided Line.
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Nevertheless phantasia is perhaps more closely, or at least

more explicitly, linked with thought here than elsewhere. In a

passage which has already received some attention 1, Proclus

compares phantasia to a mirror in which the soul sees reflections
of reality (p. 141, z ff.) : earlier he had described it as a mirror
in which the logoi in dianoia are reflected externally (p. 121, 1-7)

— an old image that Plotinus had used to explain our consciousness

of noesis 2. Put more directly, dianoia deploys its objects
and refers them tophantasia which is on its threshold : it cherishes
the separation from sensibles but finds ttjv 9avTaerrr]v \skt\v a

suitable receptacle for its objects (p. 54, 27 ff.). What phantasia
"thinks" are impressions and forms of a thought: tc£v, Ö7tsp av

voyj, TU7top sari xal jzoptpy) vo7)fxaTop (p. 52, 25 f.). But the point is

still phantasia's role in the representation of mathematical figures.
Nothing suggests that its nature is much different from that
indicated by the other works, though the emphasis here is very
much on its activity in relation to higher faculties 3. Proclus
makes the point that it receives not only logoi from dianoia but
also Tap tüv voepcov xal Ostwv sESwv ky.cpcx.aeiq (p. 94, 22-4). So it
would probably be fair to say that the scope of doxa has been

restricted by the closing of the gap between phantasia and dianoia.

As in the Republic commentary, and perhaps to a greater extent,
phantasia is now in a position similar to that of doxa in the
Timaeus commentary.

We may conclude this discussion of Proclus' treatment of
doxa andphantasia as follows. Both appear throughout his works,
but in the accounts of the soul's operations it is doxa that is

more important at the stage represented by the Timaeus commentary,

while phantasia becomes increasingly important thereafter.

If this is correct, and if Plutarch's view about the function
of doxa and its status at the centre of the soul was his later

1 Cf. A. Charles, loc. cit. (n. 1 p. 137).
2 IV 3, 30, 7-11. Cf. also Porphyry, Gaur. VI, p. 42, 9 Kalbfleisch, where phantasia
is not itself the mirror.
3 Cf. also In Eue. p. 56, 10-22 Friedlein.
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view, then Proclus has started from a position like Plutarch's
and moved away from it during the course of his philosophical
career. The connection between phantasia and thought, though
it appears clearly only in the Euclid commentary, could also have
been retained from Plutarch, who explained why thought does

not continue for ever by saying that nous works frsra cpavxaa'axg h

In any case we know that both had the same view about the
status of nous. If we take these points together we may say that
in those areas where we do have evidence Proclus' ideas on
psychology corresponded with, or developed from, those

expressed by Plutarch in the course of his exposition of Aristotle.
Whether or not Syrianus was an intermediary must remain an

open question, but the fact that Proclus is known to have studied

psychological works with Plutarch makes it unnecessary to
assume that he was. Apart from the specific comparisons we
have discussed, one further point may be made. This is that if
Plutarch's interpretation of Aristotle's psychology was, as we
have argued, less austere, and less like Alexander's interpretation
than has sometimes been suggested, then it is in general more
likely that Proclus will have followed him in matters where
his influence can no longer be identified.

1 Philop. In de an. p. 541, 20-24 H.
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M. Rist: I should like to raise some problems of translation.

I was not clear whether you wanted to translate cdaQ-qrsic, regularly
by "sensation" or by "perception". I have been wondering whether
the developments of which you have been speaking may be explained
at least in part as not developments at all, but as variations due to
different meanings which Plutarch or Proclus attached to words like
a't,'<707)(Tt.c;. And some rather similar problems arise about So^a. I find
it hard to know what kind of statements Proclus could be thinking
of when he talks of Soi;oc. Is he thinking of propositions like "this
is a table"—when such a proposition is made without any kind of
judgment by the speaker as to whether what he is saying is true or
false Or is he thinking of the kind of propositions which bothered

Aristotle, like "I know that I see"

M. Blumenthal: AictBtjuk;: I should normally translate by "sensation"

though it sometimes means more. But I do not think any of
the problems arise from fluctuation here : of course odaQriaic, can

mean several things, but it is normally clear which is right and there

is no confusion with cpavTaofa. As for So^a, I think it is virtually
untranslatable, which is why I used the Greek. I'm not sure that

"proposition" is an appropriate term to describe what it does, but
if it is, then certainly the type "this is a table". I think its function
is simply to supply raw data and so to give the higher soul a means

of access to sensible material.

M. Rist: If I understand you rightly, you have argued that
Proclus' position on cpawaala gradually became more Aristotelian
in that he links cpavxama more and more with "thought". Does he

ever comment on the text from De anima that there is no thought
without tpavTocala?
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M. Beierwaltes: Ao^a ist auch bei Proklos nicht zu verlässlichen
Sätzen oder Urteilen legitimiert, sie liefert lediglich das « Material»
für die begriffliche Durchdringung (Stavoia). Zumindest im
Euklidkommentar scheint Proklos — von Aristoteles unterschieden —
cpavTaota als aktive Vermittlung vom vou? oder der Stavoia her zur
at<j07]C7i<; hin zu denken, im Deutschen daher übersetzbar mit
Einbildungskraft in einem aktiven Sinne. Ansonsten ist die Bedeutung
des variablen Gebrauchs von cpavTacaa nur aus dem Kontext zu
eruieren.

M. Blumenthal: I think the answer to M. Rist's question is "no",
but Plutarch seems to have accepted Aristotle's notion of qjavTaota
as a concomitant of voyjcti? since, as I mentioned, he used it to explain
why voyjctk; cannot be uninterrupted (Philop. In de an. p. 541,

20-24 H.) : cpavvaata is responsible for the discontinuity. As for the

meaning of cpavratjia I should certainly agree with M. Beierwaltes
that one must pay attention to the context. That shows that the
Euclid commentary is a special case. Similarly there are texts where
So^a means virtually nothing but is used by Proclus because Plato
used it: this too is usually clear from the context.

M. Rist: Does Plutarch ever allude to the Plotinian idea in
Ennead I 4 that an activity is somehow "weakened" if we become

conscious of what we are doing? And if not, where does such

"consciousness" fit into his psychological schema

M. Beierwaltes: Wie verhält sich Plutarchs Begriff eines voü«;

Xtopurro? oder tsAsioi; zu Plotins Konzeption eines ständig tätigen
vou? in der Seele Wie interpretiert er das aristotelische 0upa0ev

M. Blumenthal: For Plutarch voö<; ^topicrroi; simply stood above

the human soul which had its own integral vou<;: he did not accept
Plotinus' view at all. Apart from the evidence I mentioned that can

be seen from the fact that he re-adopted avapvyjan; as an explanation
of fxa0r)cri<; (Philop. In de an. p. 518, 23 H.), whereas Plotinus had
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merely given <xvd[xvy)ai.<; as one of the earlier ideas justified by his

notion of voü? avco (V 9, 5, 23). The meaning of voS? 0upaOev was

clearly a school problem. Plutarch seems to have thought that it
meant something like 6 vou? 6 sE,co <uv: for him that is voü<; tsXsio?

(cf. Philop., ibid., 30 f.). So for him consciousness could not be seen

in terms of the soul's adjustment to its own suprajacent part. I am

not sure that we can discover very much about Plutarch's views on
this subject: there are no surviving allusions to Enn. I 4, or anything
like it.

M. Dalsgaard Larsen: Vous avez tres clairement analyse les ren-
seignements disponibles sur la conception qu'avait Plutarque des

facultes cognitives de l'äme, et vous avez poursuivi votre analyse
dans les ecrits de Proclus. Estimez-vous que la conception de Proclus
s'identifie ä celle de Plutarque? Ou bien Proclus a-t-il eu sur l'äme
elle-meme des vues qui depassaient Celles de Plutarque

M. Blumenthal: Elles les depassaient certainement, comme je l'ai
signale, mais nos sources sont trop lacuneuses pour que nous pulsions

le prouver de fa$on peremptoire.

M. Dalsgaard Larsen : II serait pourtant precieux de savoir comment
la conception de l'äme a evolue pendant la periode qui va de Plutarque
ä Proclus, et, plus particulierement, pendant la periode qui nous

occupe ici, ä savoir celle qui va de Jamblique ä Proclus. Car, abstraction

faite des theories bien connues chez Plutarque aussi, au sujet
de l'äme hypercosmique, de l'äme du monde, de l'äme individuelle,
et de theories relatives aux rapports entre l'äme et le xocjp,o?

voy)t6<;/voü<; ; abstraction faite aussi des classes des ämes et des

problemes de l'unite de l'äme, il y a, chez Jamblique, une theorie
selon laquelle l'äme a en elle-meme to elvat et to £yjv, Selon laquelle
eile est ixijtoxivtjto5 toxvtsAw<; et ap^t) vrj? 91»asw^ xai twv öAtov

xi.vy]c7£cov (ap. Stob. II 8, 43 (II p. 173, 5 ss. W.) ; cf. I 49, 32

(I p. 365, 27 ss. W.)), ainsi que l'etre, la vie, le mouvement, la

creation etc. sont ä la base de ses facultes, selon laquelle, enfin, les
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actes de Fame ressemblent ä Faction par laquelle les plantes produisent
leurs fruits (ap. Stob. I 49, 37 (I p. 373, 10 ss. W.)). Cette conception
de l'äme comme principe de vie et d'action de l'organisme, comment
s'est-elie developpee pendant la periode qui nous occupe

M. Blumenthal: Plutarch would certainly have had a wider concept
of the soul than our evidence might suggest. The difficulty lies with
the documentation. As you pointed out in your paper the question
of the oxottoi; of a work had become important, and for Plutarch
and those who expounded the De anima after him, the oxotcoi; of that
treatise was the specifically human soul. That already excludes one

area from our sources, which are De anima commentaries. His views

on the lower area of the soul were probably not extensively reported
because this area was relatively uncontroversial. But he did talk
about opelpp in the Simplicius report I mentioned, he talked about

aia0Tf)ari<; and there is a reference to his views on whether cpu-ra have

opeipp (Philop. In de an. p. 575, 6-8). So there is no reason to think
he dismantled the traditional Aristotelian type structure of faculties :

We do have one report that he thought of soul as pia ouciEa

TcoXuSüvapop (Philop. In de an. p. 571, 35-7 H.). Unfortunately we
do not know what the Suvapsip were. Proclus seems to have
maintained the scheme, though I think one may say that he was much
less interested in the details. We should of course know more if we
had his Commentary on the second half of the Timaeus.
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